
in connection with my participation in the numismatic auction, which will take place in .................................. on ............................................., I hereby grant to the organizers 
of the auction: (i) Macho & Chlapovič a.s., office: Dunajská 48, 821 08 Bratislava, the Slovak Republic, company ID No.: 45 490 112; and (ii) Auction House MACHO 
& CHLAPOVIČ a.s., office: Slunná 560/11, 162 00 Prague 6 - Střešovice, the Czech Republic, company ID No.: 08 505 560 (hereinafter jointly as the “Controller”), 
consent to my personal data processing, as follows:

Personal data given:
- name and surname, date of birth, permanent address or other domicile, citizenship, type and number of personal ID, other contact information (in particular 
correspondence address, phone number, e-mail address etc.)

Purpose of data processing and storing:
- the processing is necessary for the conclusion and performance of a contract to which the data subject is party, or in order to take steps at the request of the data 
subject prior to entering into a contract
- for compliance with a legal obligation to which the Controller is subject
- for the legitimate interests pursued by the Controller or by a third party
- for sending commercial and marketing offers and announcements in the future

Period during which the data will be processed and stored:
- personal data obtained in connection with the performance of the contract will be generally stored for the period of 10 years from the day they were given
- if the processing time is determined by law or recommendations of controlling authorities,
personal data will be processed for such a period
- for the purpose of sending commercial and marketing offers and announcements, until the data subject withdraws its consent with such sending

Means of processing and storing and territorial limitations:
- in writing
- automatically via computers and computer programs
- in the territory of the Slovak Republic and other EU member states

Sharing:
Your personal data can be disclosed, to a reasonable extent, to external service providers (usually suppliers of computer systems, server or other technical support 
services), who process them to ensure the functionality of these services. Further, your personal data can be disclosed, to a necessary extent, to legal, accounting 
and tax advisors and auditors of the Controller. Upon request or in cases of suspected infringement, your personal data may also be disclosed to the public 
authorities. In case of payment processing, some of your personal data may be disclosed to banks or internet payment services providers.

What are your rights:
The exact conditions for exercising your individual rights are set out in Chapter III of the GDPR. Keep in mind that in a particular situation not all rights may be 
applicable. You have the following rights:
- to access your personal data
- to request information and explanation regarding personal data processing
- to correct incorrect and inaccurate personal data and the right to supplement incomplete data
- to restriction of personal data processing
- to object against personal data processing
- to personal data erasure
- to be excluded from automated individual decision-making
- to obtain personal data and right to transfer them to another controller
- to withdraw your consent to the processing of personal data
- to file a complaint with the supervisory authority

How can you exercise your rights?
Addressing the Controller:
- in writing to the address: Dunajská 48, 821 08 Bratislava, the Slovak Republic 
- in writing to the address: Slunná 560/11, 162 00 Prague 6 - Střešovice, the Czech Republic
- by e-mail to: compliance@machochlapovic.com
Addressing the supervisory authority:
- you can also complain to the supervisory authority; your local supervisory authority can be found here: 
https://ec.europa.eu/justice/article-29/structure/data-protection-authorities/index_en.htm

DATA PROCESSING CONSENT AND LEGAL NOTICE
ACCORDING TO THE GDPR (EU) 2016/679

Name and surname Domicile

Email address Phone number

Pesonal ID type (ID, passport...)Citizenship Document Number Valid until

Signature

/

MACHO & CHLAPOVIČ a.s., Dunajská 48, 811 08 Bratislava
Email: bratislava@machochlapovic.com , Telefón: +421 239 020 432


